TEST The organic kitchen towel
absorbs really well
From €0,64 to €19 per piece. The price differences
are notable in Politiken’s test of six excellent kitchen
towels.
By Helle Sindal / Politiken
In 7 out of ten families in Denmark, the dishwasher
cleans the dirty kitchenware, but this does not mean
that kitchen towels are no longer used. Drying off is
still needed and many things are still washed and
dried by hand. Rinsed salad leaves drips off on a
kitchen towel, bread dough is covered by a kitchen
towel, and maybe, there is even a separate kitchen
towel for drying of hands.
It does not have to cost a fortune to supply a household with kitchen towels. In this test of 6 different
kitchen towels by Politiken, the cheapest ones cost
€0,64 per piece.
However, the cheap Elly kitchen towel from Ikea
is not at the same level as the other kitchen towels s
in the test, according to the two judges: household
expert Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov, and food engineer
and hygiene expert Michael René.
Super absorbing organic cotton
If you spend double the amount, you will get far
more absorbency power in the kitchen. The classical checkered chief kitchen towels at €1,5 per piece
have a good size and the fabric is neither too sloppy
nor too heavy, the two judges note. However, there
is a limit to the quality you can buy for €1,5: part of
the seam is faulty and the fabric is fringed on one of
the three kitchen towels in the package from Føtex.
Real kitchen towel enthusiasm costs a bit more:

the judges’ favorite kitchen towel costs €17 and is
from The Organic Company.
The organic cotton fabric absorbs really well and
has a nice feel to it, according to the judges. In addition, the winner kitchen towel also stays in shape
after laundry. In general, pre-washing your kitchen
towels is needed to get the most pleasure of them.
If you start using them before pre-washing them,
the absorbency is not as good, however, after one or
two times in the washing machine, the fabric fibers
are ready to offer drying service. Do not use fabric
softener as this will ruin the textile’s ability to absorb.
That is the advice offered in a leaflet from the department store, Magasin, which sells four of the kitchen
towels in the test. The most expensive kitchen towel
in the test is made from linen which both absorbs
and releases moisture effectively. This sounds like a
great kitchen textile if you wish to avoid bacteria multiplying in your kitchen towel.

from your hands to your plates and kitchenware,”
says Michael René. He recommends that you change
your kitchen towels when needed - in a kitchen with a
dish washer, this will typically be a few times a week.
If you use the kitchen towel for other purposes
than only drying your kitchenware, for example, drying off surfaces or for fruits and greens, you should
change it every day.
“And kitchen towels should always be washed at
60 degrees Celsius, and preferably higher, if it has
been in contact with meat juice or anything like that,”
the hygiene expert explains.

Leave it hanging to dry
The judges are quite excited about the absorbency
from the Georg Jensen kitchen towel, however, the
linen fabric has a regrettable side to it:
“The fabric is annoying and it wrinkles after wash,”
says Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov.
She also emphasizes the design: a kitchen towel
should also look great while hanging visibly in a kitchen. And in this category, the household expert
highlights especially the kitchen towels from The
Organic Company and Hay.
In her own kitchen, Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov has
a metal rod, where the kitchen towels can hang well
and dry when they’re not being used. If you prefer to
use the strap, several of the kitchen towels in the test
excels by having two solid straps, the judges note.
“Bacteria multiply in moist conditions, so make
sure your kitchen towels are hanging and can dry
properly. And do not use the same kitchen towel for
drying both hands and kitchenware. Actually, it is
best to hang hand towels and kitchen towels apart
from each other so you avoid transferring bacteria

Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov: Household expert and
Cand. Mag. in media science. Previously, nanny with
the Royal family. Founder of the website husmoderen.dk.

This is how we did
Politiken requested two judges to test 6 different kitchen towels.

Michael René: Food engineer and hygiene expert.
Lector at University College Copenhagen. Blogging
on hygiene and cleaning on the website Pletvæk.dk.
The judges were asked to use the kitchen towels in
their households during some weeks. Among other
topics, they were asked to evaluate the size of the
kitchen towels, the material, their ability to absorb,
features for hanging, and behavior after wash. Each
kitchen towel received a score between 1 and 6,
where 6 is the best score.
The scores are rounded averages of the judges’ evaluations. In cases where more products have received the same score, the products are listed in the
sequence with the cheapest product first.

